We examine a 200 ks XMM-Newton observation of the narrow-line Seyfert 1 galaxy Mrk 493. The active galaxy was half as bright as in a previous 2003 snapshot observation and the current lower flux enables a study of the putative reflection component in detail. We determine the characteristics of the 2015 X-ray continuum by first analyzing the short-term variability using model-independent techniques. We then continue with a time-resolve analysis including spectral fitting and modelling the fractional variability. We determine that the variability arises from changes in the amount of primary flux striking the accretion disk, which induces changes in the ionization parameter and flux of the blurred reflection component. The observations seem consistent with the picture that the primary source is of roughly constant brightness and that variations arise from changes in the degree of light bending happening in the vicinity of the supermassive black hole.
INTRODUCTION
Narrow-line Seyfert 1 (NLS1) galaxies are a class of active galactic nuclei (AGN) that are known for being exceptional at all wavelengths. On average, they have higher star formation rates (e.g. Sani et al. 2010 ) than the broad line Seyfert 1 galaxies. Some objects have even been identified with strong jet and γ-ray emission (e.g. Foschini et al. 2012 Foschini et al. , 2015 . In X-rays, many objects possess spectra that are dominated by General relativistic effects (e.g. Fabian et al. 2009 Fabian et al. , 2013 Ponti et al. 2010 ) and exhibit extreme variability on various timescales (e.g. Grupe et al. 2007 Grupe et al. , 2012 Gallo et al. 2004) . It is generally believed NLS1s possess smaller supermassive black holes than normal Seyfert 1s and are accreting at high Eddington rates.
Below about 2 keV, the X-ray spectra of Type 1 AGN show a soft-excess above the power law continuum, which is often enhanced in NLS1s. The nature of the soft excess is often debated (e.g. Ross & Fabian 2005 , Crummy et al. 2006 , Done et al. 2007 , Done et al. 2012 , Boissay et al. 2016 ) and one possibility is that the emission arises from blurred reflection of the primary source off the inner accretion disk (e.g. Ross & Fabian 2005) . Measurements of reverberation lags lend support to this interpretation (e.g. Zoghbi et al. 2010 ).
The soft excess contains information on composition and the ionization of the inner disk. Modelling the soft excess and observing how the component various in conjunction to the primary source reveals information on the nature of the disk (e.g. densities) and the geometry (sizes) of the inner environment. The strong soft excess associated with NLS1s makes it possible to accurately study the inner disc properties and behaviour.
At low X-ray flux levels, the opportunity to study the nature of the accretion disk is improved as the continuum flux from the power law component is diminished and the reflection spectrum is enhanced (e.g. Miniutti & Fabian 2004) . NLS1s are ideal to study AGN at low X-ray flux levels (specifically X-ray weak states) because they show strong variations from their nominal X-ray brightness. When they are X-ray bright, NLS1 tend to display simple, power law dominated spectra compared to when they are X-ray weak and exhibit more complex behaviour (e.g. Gallo 2006) .
The NLS1 Mrk 493 is a local (z = 0.031) and bright AGN that is well studied at various wavelengths. However, detailed studies of the NLS1 in the X-rays are few. Mrk 493 has been viewed by Swift every few years since 2005 (e.g. Grupe et al. 2010 ). On average, the source is about twice as bright as 1H 0707−495 and IRAS 13224−3809, but only various by a factor of about three over yearly timescales. There has been no detection of Mrk 493 in the 105-month BAT survey (Oh et al. 2018) . A pointed 13.7 ks XMM-Newton observation in 2003 revealed an X-ray spectrum with a prominent soft-excess and Fe Kα emission line. The source was categorized as a simple source by Gallo (2006) in that it did not exhibit significant spectral complexity.
A deep 190 ks observation in 2015 with XMM-Newton caught the source in a low X-ray flux state, which we report here. This work is organized as follows: Section 2 summarizes the data col- (5) (6) (7) (8) Figure 1 . The 0.2-8.0 keV merged-MOS light curves for XMM15a (top left; maroon triangles) and XMM15b (top right; blue squares). The observations are separated by about 5 days. The time segments adopted in the time-resolved analyses in Section 5 are shown. The XMM15 spectra were extracted every 25 ks for a total of four time bins per epoch. The divisions also serve as a rough flux-resolved analysis. Time-resolved hardness ratios compare the soft (0.35-0.5 keV) and hard (5-8 keV) bands (lower panels). The hardness ratios were derived with light curves binned by 5 ks. The symbols in Bin 1 (squares), Bin 2 (hourglasses), Bin 3 (crosses), Bin 4 (three-pointed stars), Bin 5 (circles), Bin 6 (triangles), Bin 7 (pluses), and Bin 8 (stars) will be used in the time-resolved analysis.
lection and reduction. Section 3 introduces the model-independent techniques first utilized to characterize the behaviour of Mrk 493 in the X-ray. A preliminary examination of the X-ray spectrum is completed in Section 4. The blurred reflection model is tested on the X-ray spectrum and used to describe the variability in Section 5. Discussion and conclusions follow in Section 6 and Section 7, respectively.
OBSERVATIONS AND DATA REDUCTION
The 2003 XMM-Newton observation (ObsID 0112600801; hereafter XMM03) was during revolution 0568 starting on 16 January 2003 and spanned 19 ks. The pn camera (Strüder et al. 2001) operated in large window mode and the two MOS detectors (Turner et al. 2001 ) operated in small window mode, all three detectors used a medium filter. The first 2015 XMM-Newton observation (ObsID 0744290201; hereafter XMM15a) was during revolution 2786 starting on 24 February 2015 and spanned 97 ks. The second observation (ObsID 0744290101; hereafter XMM15b) was during revolution 2789 starting on 2 March 2015 and spanned 100.4 ks. The EPIC detectors all operated in small window mode with a medium filter for both 2015 observations. A log of the XMM-Newton observations is presented in Table 1 .
The Optical Monitor (OM; Mason et al. 2001) and Reflection Grating Spectrometers (RGS1 and RGS2; den Herder et al. 2001) observed simultaneously with the EPIC instruments during the 2015 epochs. The RGS were of low signal-to-noise and did not exhibit significant features. These data will not be discussed further. The OM data contain significant host-galaxy contribution and will be discussed elsewhere.
Data files from all epochs were processed to produce calibrated event lists using the XMM-Newton Science Analysis System (SAS) version 15.0.0 and latest calibration files at the time of writ- ing. The data were examined for background flaring and pileup. Moderate flaring was seen throughout XMM15b and those time periods were ignored. No pileup was detected in either of the 2015 observations. Pileup was present in the 2003 pn data and this was corrected for. Source photons were extracted from a circular region 35 arcsec in radius and centred on the object. The background photons were extracted from an area 50 arcsec in radius close to the object and then scaled appropriately. Single to quadruple events were selected for the MOS data while single and double events were selected for the pn. Events next to a bad pixel or the CCD edge were omitted (i.e. data quality flag set to zero). The MOS spectra from the 2015 data were limited to the 0.3 -8.0 keV range because of high background at E > 8 keV. The pn spectra of XMM15a were source dominated only between 0.3 -6.5 keV, due to high back- (MOS 1), and 0.49 count s −1 (MOS 2) in the same energy band as XMM15a.
In 2015, the MOS instruments provided good data over a wider bandpass than the pn because of higher background levels. The pn data were analysed throughout this work to examine for consistency between the instruments, but only the MOS data are reported.
MODEL-INDEPENDENT ANALYSIS
Before delving into detailed multi-epoch spectroscopy, the 2015 Mrk 493 data are examined in a model-independent fashion. It is very common for several physical scenarios to describe spectra equally well (e.g. Bonson et al. 2015 , Gallo et al. 2013 ) and so we hope to gather preliminary clues from the X-ray variability in Mrk 493 that may aid in later spectral analysis.
Source photons were extracted to create light curves in var- Hardness ratios between the soft (0.35 -0.5 keV) and hard (5 -8 keV) bands in each observation were plotted with respect to time and reveal evidence of spectral variability (Fig. 1) . No significant correlation is found between hardness ratio and count rate.
Flux-flux plots
To investigate the spectral variability, flux-flux plots comparing the 0.35 − 0.5 keV and 5 − 8 keV bands were created following Taylor et al. (2003) (Fig. 2) . The light curves were binned by 5 ks.
The XMM15a flux-flux plot could be well fit with a linear model and a positive y-intercept (χ 2 ν = 0.93). This behaviour is consistent with a two-component continuum model where changes in the flux of a soft component (with constant shape) occur over a relatively constant hard component. In the case of MCG-6-30-15, the hard constant component was interpreted as blurred reflection (e.g. Taylor et al. 2003) .
On the other hand, the XMM15b flux-flux plot is fit poorly with both a linear (χ 
Fractional Variability
Root-mean-squared fractional variability (Fvar) analysis is used to quantify the variability intrinsic to a light curve while accounting for uncertainty (Edelson et al. 2002 , Ponti et al. 2004 ). Mathematically,
where X is the mean count rate, the total variance of the light curve is S 2 , and σ 2 err is the mean error squared. Calculating the Fvar as a function of energy portrays the amplitude of the variations in different energy bands, therefore revealing spectral variability. The uncertainties are determined following Ponti et al. (2004) .
The 2015 light curves were binned by 200 s and a total of seven energy bins between 0.2 − 8.0 keV were used to calculate the Fvar spectrum. The Fvar spectrum in XMM15a (Fig. 3 , maroon triangles) shows a gentle increase in Fvar toward lower energies. The trend is similar for XMM15b (Fig. 3 , blue squares), but the changes between the soft and hard energy bands is more striking.
Similar Fvar spectra are seen in other Type I Seyferts, which can often be attributed to changes in photon index of a varying power law or changes in the ionization parameter of a reflector (e.g. Gallo et al. 2013 , Fabian et al. 2013 , Bonson et al. 2015 .
Principal Component Analysis
A powerful tool used in many scientific fields for multi-variable statistical analysis is Principal Component Analysis (hereafter PCA). PCA performs an eigenvalue decomposition in which a data set is modelled by a number of linear relationships that minimize low or redundant information. These linear relationships are the principal components and are made up of an eigenvalue or coefficient (also called a 'loading') along with its corresponding eigenvector. The principal components are not correlated by definition (see Feigelson & Babu 1992 for review). In other words, PCA looks for a collection of related variables in a data set that explains most of the variance and clumps them together into a single principal component. It then repeats the process, finding the second most influential variables (giving the second principal component), and so on until a data set is reduced to a few principal components that best model variance in the data.
PCA is a powerful technique as it is model-independent and has the ability to reduce a data set with hundreds of parameters down to a much more manageable size while retaining information. In the case of AGN timing analysis, PCA can be applied to isolate the uncorrelated variable components in an X-ray spectrum and quantify their variability. A PCA spectrum can then be created in order to identify which of the original spectral component(s) may be responsible for the majority of the variability (e.g. Parker et al. 2014a , Parker et al. 2014b .
Using the PCA PUBLIC code 1 , PCA was completed with data from all three XMM-Newton observations: the 2003 and both 2015 epochs. Observations were divided in 10 ks intervals and a spectrum was created for each interval. PCA was conducted with data from: (i) the individual epochs, (ii) the 2015 epochs combined, and (iii) all three epochs combined. The PCA from each MOS camera at each epoch was consistent so the data were merged into a single spectrum.
Error bars were calculated by randomly perturbing the input spectra, recalculating the PCA, and finding the variance in the PCs themselves (Miller et al. 2007 ). The significance of individual components was assessed via log-eigenvalue (LEV) diagrams: the data were plotted by fractional variability as a function of eigenvector number. The data asymptotically approach a geometric series and components that fall above the trend outlined by the majority of points were considered significant (see Fig. 2 of as an example).
The PCA for the 2003 data was not informative given the short duration of the observation (∼ 20 ks). The PCA of the individual 2015 data sets were found to be significant and comparable, therefore the data from XMM15a and XMM15b were combined. In the combined 2015 analysis the first three principal components were significant in the LEV diagram; however PC 2 and PC 3 only showed variations above ∼ 6 keV and may be attributed to high background. PC1 accounted for 52.1±4.5 percent fractional variability and shows some sloping in the spectrum that decreases with increasing energy.
Finally, the high-flux state 2003 data are included with the low-flux 2015 data, and the PCA is calculated. The results are comparable with that of the 2015 PCA except that PC 1 is more significant accounting for 90.8±2.3 per cent of the spectral variability (Fig. 4) . PC 2 is accounting for far less of the fractional variability in this case, 3.0±2.5 per cent, with most of the variability at > 5 keV. This could be intrinsic as some curvature is seen in the spectra (Fig. 5) or it could be due to increased background emission.
Comparing Figure 4 to simulations in Parker et al. (2015) , it seems as though the primary source of both short-term (hours) and long-term (years) variability in Mrk 493 is a change in normalization of some kind. The increased variability in the soft band is consistent with the results of the Fvar analysis (Section 3.2) and in the difference spectrum that will be discussed in Section 4 (Fig. 5) .
PRELIMINARY EXAMINATION OF THE MEAN SPECTRA
We examine the average properties of the XMM03, XMM15a, and XMM15b spectra in a phenomenological manner. All spectral model fitting was performed using the X-ray spectral fitting package XSPEC V. 12.9.0. Model parameters are reported in the rest frame of the AGN (z = 0.03) and a cosmology of H0 = 70 km s −1 Mpc −1 , q0 = 0, and Λ0 = 0.73 is assumed. All fits include a Galactic column density of NH = 2.11×10 20 cm −2 as determined from the LAB Survey 2 (Kalberla et al. 2005 ) and mod- The spectra are steep and a soft excess below ∼ 1.5 keV is prevalent at all epochs. The ratio of a difference spectrum (XMM03 -XMM15b) fitted with an absorbed power law between 1.5 − 4.5 keV and extrapolated to higher and lower energies is shown in the second panel from the top. The ratio from fitting the three spectra with a black body plus power law model shows excess residuals between 5−8 keV in all three epochs (second panel from bottom). The lowest panel depicts the ratio from fitting the spectra with a broad Gaussian profile in addition to the black body plus power law continuum.
elled using the interstellar medium absorption model TBABS and abundances from Wilms et al. (2000) . Errors on model parameters correspond to a 90 per cent confidence level.
In the top panel of Fig. 5 , the three unfolded spectra relative to a flat power law (Γ = 0) are shown to demonstrate changes between the epochs. At all three epochs the spectrum is rather steep and a strong soft excess is clearly present. The dimmer 2015 spectra show curvature with increasing energy peaking between 6 − 7 keV. Even though the 2015 spectra are obtained only 5 days apart, there are obvious changes in the soft excess during that time.
A difference spectrum is created between the 2003 bright state and one of the 2015 spectra (XMM15b). The difference spectrum is fitted with an absorbed power law (Γ = 2.7) between 1.5−4.5 keV and extrapolated to lower and higher energies. The ratio of this fit is shown in Fig. 5 (second panel from top) , clearly portraying changes in the soft excess and above 5 keV in the Fe Kα band.
Each of the three spectra is fitted independently with a black body plus power law model. The ratios of the fit are shown in Fig. 5  (second panel from bottom) . Clear residuals exist in the Fe Kα band that are improved when a broad Gaussian profile is added to each model (Fig. 5, lower panel) . Overall, the black body plus power law continuum with a broad Gaussian profile fits the three spectra well (χ Notably, in 2015 the primary differences in the spectra lie in the soft excess. While the flux of the broad Gaussian profile remains comparable in both 2015 spectra the soft excess (black body component) is about three-times brighter in XMM15b than it is in XMM15a. The results from this simple examination of the spectra seems consistent with the the light curve analysis in Sect. 3 that show spectra variability is more significant at lower energies.
While differences are present between 2003 and 2015 (e.g. Γ and normalization), from this point, the focus of the work will be on understanding the rapid spectral variability in the high quality 2015 data.
THE BLURRED REFLECTION SCENARIO FOR 2015
The analysis in the previous sections suggests the variability in 2015 is mainly driven by changes in normalization of a primary continuum component (e.g. Fig. 2 and 4) , though the flux-flux plot in XMM15b indicate other factors are at work as well. The X-ray spectra in the low-flux 2015 epochs is typical of most NLS1 and well described by a power law plus black body and a broad Gaussian profile at ∼ 6 keV that resembles a relativistic iron line profile. The predominant difference between the 2015 spectra is the strength of the soft excess. Here, we consider if the blurred reflection model (e.g. Ross & Fabian 2005) can describe the spectra and spectral changes seen in 2015.
Fitting the 2015 average spectra
Relativistic blurred reflection is expected to be seen in objects in which there is an unobstructed view of the AGN central engine: namely, Type I sources. In essence, the primary, non-thermal Xrays from the corona are reprocessed in the accretion disk via a combination of processes including fluorescence, Compton scattering, and bremsstrahlung. This reflected emission is blurred due to the Doppler effects in the disk and relativistic effects close to the black hole. In addition, the extreme gravitational forces close to the supermassive black hole can enhance emission from the inner regions by light bending (e.g. Miniutti & Fabian 2004 ). This boosted Table 2 . The blurred reflection model for the simultaneous fit to the 2015 spectra. The merged-MOS data were fit between 0.3-8 keV. Parameters that are linked between epochs are shown with dots in column (4). The reflection fraction (R) is the ratio of total fluxes (reflection/continuum) between 0.1− 100 keV. The reported unabsorbed flux is in the 2 − 10 keV band.
(1) (2) (3) and smoothed reflection from the inner disk region forms the observed soft-excess emission below ∼ 1 keV seen in most Type I sources. Initially, spectra from XMM15a and XMM15b were examined separately to search for gross inconsistencies before fitting both spectra simultaneously. The disk reflection model REFLIONX (Ross & Fabian 2005) was utilized. The reflection spectrum was modified for motions in the disc close to the black hole with the blurring kernel KDBLUR2, which incorporates a broken power law for the emissivity profile. The following parameters were linked between the epochs: inner disk radius (Rin), inclination angle (θ), and iron abundance (AFe). The blurring parameters were also linked and the break radius (R br ) and outer emissivity index (q2), which were not well constrained when allowed to vary freely, were fixed to 10 Rg (Rg = GM/c 2 ) and 3, respectively. In addition, both spectra seemed to require a narrow core at ∼ 6.4 keV that is modelled as distant, un-blurred reflection (e.g. from a torus). The components of the distant reflector are identical for both 2015 spectra. To describe a neutral, distant reflector, such as that from a cold torus, the ionization parameter was fixed at ξ = 1 erg cm s −1 and the iron abundance was set to solar. The photon index of the power law source illuminating the distant reflector was fixed at Γ = 1.9, the canonical value for AGN (e.g. Nandra & Pounds 1994) . There is no reason to assume that the radiation incident on the distant reflector will be the same as that from the primary component, but allowing Γ to be linked to the power law continuum did not noticeably alter the fit. The normalization was the only model component allowed to vary and it was linked between the epochs.
Both spectra in 2015 are well-described with the single blurred reflector model (χ 2 / dof = 825 / 784). Slight positive residuals remained at E > 6 keV, which may be due to the onset of significant background emission or true spectral variability. A variable component above 6 keV is seen in the PCA (Fig. 4) . We also note the spectrum above 6 keV is better fit when we consider time-resolved spectroscopy in Section 5.2, suggesting the difficulty fitting the average spectrum may be from rapid spectral variability.
If the primary components (Γ and normalization) were linked between XMM15a and XMM15b, the fit quality was comparable (χ 2 / dof = 826 / 786) and the residuals are unchanged. Therefore, in the final model the power law component is linked between the epochs ( Fig. 6 ; Table 2 ).
The parameters for the best-fit blurred reflector model are listed in Table 2 . Based on the fits to the two average spectra, Mrk 493 is reflection dominated in 2015 when it is at a relatively low-flux interval. The difference between XMM15a and XMM15b can be explained primarily with changes in the flux and ionization parameter of the blurred reflector. We examine this in further detail in the following sections.
The model-predicted 14−195 keV flux is approximately 2.4× 10 −12 erg cm −2 s −1 , which is consistent with the null-detection in the 105-month Swift -BAT survey (Oh et al. 2018) .
Time-Resolved Spectroscopy
Time-resolved spectra are created for the consecutive 25 ks segments that are shown in Fig. 1 . There are four spectra created for XMM15a (numbered 1 − 4) and four spectra for XMM15b (numbered 5 − 8) (see Fig. 1 and 7 ).
An absorbed power law is fit to each time-resolved spectrum between 2 − 8 keV. The photon index is linked between the time bins at each epoch, while the normalization is allowed to vary. The fit is then extrapolated to 0.3 keV. The residuals from this fit are displayed in Fig. 7 , showing the spectral changes as a progression from one bin to the subsequent bin. In addition to changes in power law flux, Fig. 7 demonstrates there are also difference in the softexcess (e.g. Bin 1 -2 and Bin 4 -5) and in the Fe Kα band (e.g. Bin 5 -6 and Bin 6 -7). Interestingly, there is some indication that changes in the soft-excess may precipitate changes in the Fe Kα band. For example, increased soft-excess emission in Bin 5 is followed by enhance emission between 5 − 6 keV in Bin 6.
The blurred reflection model is used to fit the eight timeresolved spectra. Considering the parameters that changed in fitting the 2015 average spectra (Sect. 5.1), the power law normalization, inner emissivity index, disk ionization, and reflector normalization are permitted to vary between time bins. Allowing the photon index to be free also improves the fit, though the value of the parameter did not change significantly from one spectrum to the next. The model reasonable fit all eight time-resolved spectra (χ 2 /dof = 1945 / 1899).
A The XSPEC-friendly program, XSPEC EMCEE, was developed by Jeremy Sanders and is publicly available.
3 The MCMC fitting was run with 76 walkers and 10,000 iterations. The best-fit parameter values were used as the peak of the MCMC probability distributions and the errors were the widths of those distributions. The first 1000 steps were burned to ensure truly random initial conditions. Only the photon index, power law normalization, blurred reflection ionization, and the inner emissivity index were allowed to vary. The inclination angle and iron abundance were linked between all the spectra, but allowed to vary. The flux of the power law and that of the blurred reflector were calculated between 0.1 -100 keV to track reflection fraction (R) as well.
A time series was created for each fit parameter to track changes from one bin to the next (Fig. 8) . We see that while the inner emissivity index remains relatively constant within uncertainties, the other three parameters show significant variability across the 25 ks time bins. The power law photon index does vary, but by only about ±5 per cent. Disk ionization more than doubles between the start of XMM15a and the start of XMM15b, before dropping again to nearly its starting values. Power law normalization shows an opposite trend to that of disk ionization: dropping from its starting value to a minimal value in Bin 2, before climbing once again.
The most variable parameters in Fig. 8 are compared to each other to search for correlations (Fig. 9 ). There is a clear inverse trend between the flux of the power law component and the flux of the blurred reflector (lower panel of Fig. 9 ) and a tight correlation between the ionization parameter and the blurred reflector flux (upper panel of Fig. 9 ). The trends are consistent with the light bending interpretation (e.g. Miniutti & Fabian 2004) . If photons from power law component are directed toward the disk due to the curve spacetime around the black hole, the direct power law flux reaching the observer drops as more photons strike the inner disk, increasing the flux from the reflection component. Since more photons are striking the inner disk, the ionisation parameter will consequently increase as well. The trend is also apparent in the reflection fraction (R), which is highest during moments of low power law flux. On average, R > 1 indicating Mrk 493 is reflection dominated.
The described light bending scenario could occur in a simple 3 https://github.com/jeremysanders/xspec_emcee lamp-post geometry where the source (power law emitter) height above the disk is changing. We considered this possibility by modelling the spectra of Bin 1 and Bin 5, which have diverse blurred reflection parameters, with the XSPEC model RELXILLLP (Garcia et al. 2014) . The source height is a free parameter in the RELXILLLP model. Unfortunately, the model could not significantly distinguish different source heights in Bin 1 and 5. While the resulting values are consistent with the scenario above (i.e. lower source height in Bin 5) the measurements are comparable within uncertainties.
Time-Resolved Fvar Modelling
Fractional variability spectra were created for each of the eight time segments to investigate how the Fvar changes over the 2015 observations. These time-resolved Fvar spectra are shown in Fig. 10 using the same symbols and colours as defined in Fig. 1 to identify data in different time segments. The combination of the timeresolved spectra appear generally consistent with the average Fvar spectra in Fig 3. The time-resolved Fvar spectra are approximately flat during all time segments, but the most significant spectral variability and largest amplitude variations are seen in Bin 3 and Bin 8. The segments correspond to periods when Mrk 493 was at its lowest average flux. During these more active segments, the amplitude of the variations are enhanced at all energies, but the majority of the variability is in the soft excess below ∼ 1 keV.
To investigate possible scenarios that could produce the different time-resolved Fvar spectra, we simulate one hundred spectra based on the best-fit blurred reflection model (Sect. 5.1) allowing only one parameter to vary randomly. The parameters tested were the photon index (Γ), power law normalization (P Ln), and the disk ionization parameter (ξ). From these simulated spectra, theoretical Fvar spectra were calculated and overplotted on the time-resolved Fvar spectra of Mrk 493 (Fig. 10) .
It is not possible to reproduce the flat Fvar spectra seen during most of the time segments by allowing only one parameter to vary at a time. Most likely, multiple parameters need to vary together in some manner to reproduce the constant variations across the entire energy band. For example, Fig. 8 shows how the blurred reflection and power law flux (i.e. normalization) are anti-correlated during the observation.
The enhanced variability at lower energies is most likely achieved by changing the ionization parameter. Varying the photon index can not reproduce the large amplitude changes at low energies since the soft component (i.e. blurred reflection in our model) would dampen the variations. Again, the mostly likely scenario is that multiple components need to change simultaneously to accurate recreate the Fvar spectra.
DISCUSSION
This is the first in-depth examination of the NLS1 galaxy, Mrk 493, with XMM-Newton . Two, approximately 100 ks observations separated by ∼ 5 days, show the source to have a typical NLS1 X-ray spectrum with a strong soft excess and broad excess emission in the Fe Kα band. The average spectra are well-described by a blurred reflection model that indicates the AGN is reflection dominated, like many NLS1s (e.g. Fabian et al. 2009 Fabian et al. , 2013 Gallo et al. 2004) .
The AGN appears to be in a low flux interval, which would be consistent with the reflection dominated scenario (e.g. Gallo 2006 snap-shot observation when the AGN was more than twice as bright (Fig. 5) . The PCA utilizing 2003 and 2015 data (Fig. 4) is compared to models generated by Parker et al. (2015) and suggest the primary changes are in the normalization and pivot of the power law component. Time-resolved spectroscopy, PCA, flux-flux plots, and Fvar modelling indicate the short-term variability during the 2015 XMMNewton observations can not be described by variability in a single component. Changes in the normalization of the power law and blurred reflector are necessary, but strong changes in the soft excess emission suggests the ionization parameter of the blurred reflector fluctuates as well.
Interestingly, changes are also seen in the Fe Kα band. For example, in Bin 6 of the time-resolved spectroscopy (Fig. 7) , enhanced emission is seen between 5 − 6 keV that succeeds changes in the soft excess in Bin 5. These changes in the Fe Kα emission could originate along with overall changes in the continuum, but could also arise from spots or annuli on the disk that momentarily brighten or infalling material (e.g. Bonson 2017 , Yaqoob et al. 2003 , Giustini et al. 2017 ).
The time-resolved spectroscopy shows the varying model parameters are the blurred reflector and power law flux, and the ionization parameter. Comparing the parameters, we find a strong correlation between the ionization parameter and the flux of the blurred reflector as well as a negative trend between the flux of the reflector and power law (Fig. 9) . These trends seem consistent with the light bending scenario (e.g. Miniutti & Fabian 2004 ). If we consider a standard lamp-post geometry where the primary source is an isotropic emitter of roughly constant luminosity situated above the black hole, but allowed to vary in height, then when it is in the strong gravity environment close to the black hole, most of the power law photons will be directed toward the inner accretion disk. The primary (power law) source will appear dimmer to the distant observed while the reflected emission will appear relatively enhanced. As more continuum photons are striking the inner accretion disk, the ionization parameter of the reflector will increase producing the correlations we observe in Fig. 9 . The described scenario predicts changes in the inner emissivity index (q1) of the disk that are not clearly observed in the timeresolved spectra (Fig. 9) . However, this could be a data quality issue. The parameter q1 is poorly constrained with the current data. Values in the time-resolved analysis are uncertain at about ±20 per cent and best-fit values range from q1 ∼ 6 − 9. In addition, the break radius was not well constrained when it was free to vary so it was fixed at 10 Rg. The break radius and emissivity index are coupled in the lamp-post scenario and the break radius will become smaller when q1 increases.
Though the primary source is treated as a point in this lamppost scenario, it could equivalently be described as a compact spherical corona or the base of a jet. Both structures could be rather dynamic generating the power law variability (e.g. Wilkins et al. 2014 driving the changes in the blurred reflector. Distinguishing these origins is possible (Wilkins & Fabian 2012; Gonzalez et al. 2017) and should be attempted with higher quality data in the 2 − 10 keV band.
CONCLUSIONS
We examined the characteristics of the X-ray continuum of the NLS1 galaxy, Mrk 493, by considering both the long-and shortterm variability. Data from XMM-Newton merged-MOS instruments were primarily utilized due to high background in the pn, however the pn data were processed alongside all investigations to confirm results.
The 2015, low-flux spectra of Mrk 493 are well-fit with a blurred reflection model that is reflection dominated. However, the variability within the 2015 observation is complex and can not be described by fluctuation in a single component. In addition to changes in brightness of the power law and reflector, variations in the ionisation parameter of the blurred reflector are needed to fit the soft excess.
The behaviour displayed by Mrk 493 in 2015 suggests the Xray source is compact and that the NLS1 will be a useful source for studying the inner accretion disk around supermassive black holes.
